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Revelation 12:7-12
Jesus’ victory over Satan

(The People’s Bible, Revelation, pages 126-129)

Look

Verse 7 “There was war in heaven.” In this war, the dragon lost his place in heaven and
was hurled to the earth. At first, this sounds like when Satan rebelled against God
at the beginning and was thrown out of heaven with his followers. Yet, it
becomes clear that this is a different battle. This will become clear from verses
10-12. But a clue can be found in verse 9, where Satan is called “that ancient
serpent.” This seems to date the battle from a time after Adam and Eve fell into
sin.

“Michael”—Recall that Jesus appeared to Daniel (Daniel 10) and showed him a
vision of what would happen in the future to the people of Israel. In that same
chapter, Jesus mentions Michael (10:13,21). Michael is described as a powerful
ally of Jesus, battling alongside of him as he cared for Israel and shaped world
events for the good of the kingdom. Michael means “who is like God?” Michael
now stands at Jesus’ side while he carries out his final battle against the dragon.
(Note 13:4, where people cry out, “Who is like the beast?” This is the demonic
counterpart of Michael.)

Discuss

1. According to verse 10, what is the outcome of this battle?

2. According to verse 11, how was (is) this battle won?

Apply

3. Who are those who dwell in heaven? Who are those who dwell on earth, who will bear the
brunt of Satan’s fury? Where do we fit into this picture?

Satan was defeated by the sacrifice of the male child, the Lamb of God, and by the gospel
testimony of God’s church.




